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This book covers all aspects of Medicare and how it applies to you. It clearly spells out things to

consider and things to look out for. You will view specific Medicare Part B Medical claims and learn

how little is left for you to pay. The book will open your eyes to the pitfalls of Part D Rx plans and

Medicare Advantage plans. You will have the advantage of my 26 years of Medicare Insurance

sales on your side. This book explains Medicare in easy to understand English. If your goal to

maximize your health care dollars, this book is a must read. The information in this book has the

potential to save you hundreds and even thousands of dollars over the years.You will

learn:â€¢Basics of Original Medicare A & B â€¢Differences between Medicare Advantage and

Medicare Supplement and the pros/consâ€¢The only correct way to shop for a Part D Rx plan;

Navigating Medicareâ€™s website for Your Part D Rx Selection â€¢Specific suggestions in making

your final insurance choiceâ€¢How ObamaCare Affects MedicareIf you buy this book, you can opt to

receive updated information from the author via twice monthly newsletters, short online Medicare

videos, Medicare publications, and individual Medicare insurance counseling.
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Medicare can be so confusing. This author goes through each part of Medicare and shows how it



relates to me. The authorstarts with Original Medicare and thoroughly explains what is left over for

me to pay. This was an eye opener all by itself. He then tries to help the reader understand Part D

Rx from Medicare. Wow...the government really made this hard to understand & deal with.

However, I now know how to look for a plan & he also completely explains that this exercise must

be done annually on Medicare's website during the fall enrollment period in order to save the max

amount of money. Next, he was able to explain the different Medicare Supplement plans available.

Then, he goes into depth about Medicare Advantage & how it is so different than original Medicare

& different than a supplement. He explains the pro & cons of Advantage plans that is easy to grasp.

The next thing is the way that Obama Care affects Medicare. I was surprised that it was much less

than I thought. Lastly, he helped me to decide what insurance product to choose. I also really liked

that I could get additional information on an ongoing basis from his website. Interestingly, he doesn't

actually sell the Medicare insurance from his website, but just gives very helpful hints on how to

understand Medicare & the various insurance options.

This ebook is right on! It goes through Medicare Supplemental, Advantage, and Part D prescription

plans. He gives verygood advice on what to lookout for and what to keep in mind when buying

Medicare plans. This book is very readable and can beeasily referenced with the handy internal and

external links provided. What I also liked was that he offers free monthly Medicarenewsletters &

much more related Medicare info on his website.

Finally I am able to fully understand medicare. What an education! I actually found answers to

questions I had never thought of. I am finally aware of the advantages and disadvantages of both

original medicare and the myriad of advantage medicare plans available.-Happy Senior, Buffalo NY

This book clearly goes over all Medicare insurance and is very understandable. The book uses first

hand accounts of claims and insurance options to stress the importance of having the right plan.

The book is down to earth and much easier to understand than other related books like the

Medicare for Dummies book. There are updated deductibles values for 2014. This book will give

you what you need to know to be set for Medicare!

The author of this book has a how-to guide on Medicare Part D prescription drug plans. It walks you

through how to applyfor a Part D plan and understand which plan will save you the most money.I

didn't know that I have to do this every year! It literally saved me $$!This alone makes this book



worth this section read. You can easily find the different sections of the book with the useful

linksprovided in the table of contents.

Mike Colson has taken a complicated topic and dissected it into simple, common sense "bites",

enabling the reader to fully understand each section before moving to the next logical chapter. The

tone is conversational and the examples are very helpful in fully understanding the medicare rules,

coverage, and impact on medicare subscribers. What is most helpful is the understanding that

medicare changes each year and that subscribers must be proactive in making the right choices

and changes in coverage for themselves. My husband and I personally met with Mike prior to

signing up for our medicare supplements and had an eye-opening conversation in our dining room

in which we learned the real nuts-and-bolts of how medicare and supplements work. This

knowledge enabled and empowered us to make the right choices for us. This book is extremely

readable and a good reference that will serve all medicare subcribers well. I would recommend that

people read it before becoming medicare-eligible so they are prepared to ask the proper questions.

Mr. Colson offers free newsletters so that we can keep abreast of changes as they take effect and

that is truly value-added in addition to the book. Anyone not taking advantage of these free updates

is truly missing out.

Thank you Mike fo a concise and VERY understandable guide to Medicare in all it's variables. I

found it to be well written ( could use a few more jokes) and easy to read and understand, Your

pointers to go back and reread certain sections were timely. Thanks again for a great guide to a

difficult to understand subject. Tom Cheney

The author is extremely knowledgeable about Medicare. This book is well-written, and for the next

few days -- it's FREE (pass the word to all your friends)...I downloaded it to my PC (don't have a

Kindle).
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